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Executive Summary
St Mary’s Priory set out a number of key challenges and context to the site, being “that it continues
to survive mainly through the endeavours of dedicated volunteers and they need the support of a
robust plan. Without this support, the entire site becomes financially unviable and would mean
closing many of the historic functions. There are a number of suggestions for various uses of some of
the areas which can be discussed with the appointed consultant and stakeholders”.
The report has therefore shown that St Mary’s Priory has a positive role to play in the faith, heritage
and culture of Abergavenny. The investment in the refurbishment and enhancement of the site has
led to a space and series of buildings that has created a beautiful setting providing strong first
impressions to visitors.
Whilst significant capital investment has taken place over the last fifteen years or so, St Mary’s Priory
Church has come to a cross-roads, with a heightened awareness of its sustainability, specifically
some underused assets as well as building succession around its loyal volunteers.
The blend of religion, heritage and culture still needs to be maintained as well as being an important
gateway into the town centre for visitors. The tourist information centre as an anchor for the site
and town should not be undervalued, but with an opportunity to develop an experience that
expresses the sense of place of Abergavenny and Monmouthshire is needed.
The need to integrate the heritage offer is a common call and a strategic opportunity across a
number of heritage attractors such as the Castle and Museum, Gunter Mansion and St Mary’s Priory.
Notwithstanding the historical connections between the sites, individual organisations also see merit
in joint promotion, integrated signage as well as staff development especially when volunteers are at
the centre of these heritage assets.
In marketing the Priory it’s overall positioning and purpose – ‘1000 years of continuing service’ - and
its Benedictine principles, including stewardship, hospitality, community engagement, justice and
peace are underpinned and supported by the elements of the offer it makes to its visitors. Each of
these is important and the whole is weakened considerably if any one pillar is removed. In going
forward we recommend the need to adapt the Mission into a visitor proposition e.g.: “Discover our
1000 year story at the heart of Abergavenny”.
In looking at ways to maximise assets, we recognise that in sustaining a place like St Mary’s Priory,
opportunities like the Welsh Centre of Excellence add to the cultural expression of the destination.
A full programme of visitor-friendly activities in the Tithe Barn whether under the aegis of the Welsh
Centre of Excellence or others needs to be developed. If the initial pilot is successful, then further
evaluation of activities needs to be undertaken. A longer-term proposal focusses on a Taste of
Monmouthshire experience that is built on the foundations of the original True Taste formula for the
Food Hall but providing a more extended and animate programme of activities.
This would include a branded eating place/bistro that celebrates local, fresh and seasonal produce
and drink that has provenance in Monmouthshire and signposts people to producers, growers and
foodie experiences within the town and rural countryside. It could also provide a retail presence for
“Made in Monmouthshire” that artists, makers, producers can showcase and sell their items that are
local, creative and sustainable. Opportunities to educates visitors on food heritage and links to St
Mary’s Priory history and Benedictine food as well as a flexible space (indoors/outdoors) for chef
and producer demonstrations, and tasters and talks for visitors to meet people rooted in the
Monmouthshire food scene. The Tithe Barn could be “home” to an evening supper club that allows
1
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outside restaurants to have an opportunity to have a presence in town for a night or could also
provide a fundraiser or a crowd-funding opportunity for a local cause or project.
The above experience requires a collaborative and creative approach between St Mary’s Priory
Church and other organisations that is about trialing a series of ideas and activities. It is not a simple
transactional agreement but a private-community partnership, and where a period of experiment
needs to be agreed to develop an experience that projects something unique and different.
Key recommendations for action include:
1) That St Mary’s Priory work with the Welsh Centre of Excellence to add value to visitorfriendly activity through wider partnering; opportunity to consider an application for Leader
funding as part of a pilot project
2) That St Mary’s Priory develop tourism amenity investment activity which is subject to a Visit
Wales funding application (Expression of Interest)
3) The new Facilities Manager considers an integrated approach to the Tithe Barn and the
immediate courtyard
4) The new Facilities Manager considers and implements the proposed Marketing Plan
5) A consortium approach to the development of a heritage cluster of attractions is adopted
between St Mary’s Priory Church, Friends of Gunter Mansion and Abergavenny
Castle/Museum, specifically physical and promotional signposting, training and joint learning
opportunities
An application for support from the Vale of Usk BE Leadership Programme is made for specific
training needs.
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1 Purpose/Background
1.1 Purpose
St Mary’s Priory study appointed Chris Jones Regeneration in February 2018 to undertake a study
that recommends the most effective use of their assets in order to safeguard this important cultural
heritage and make it sustainable for the future.
The study brief outlined a number of key challenges and context to the St Mary’s Priory site, being
“The site as a whole continues to survive mainly through the endeavours of dedicated volunteers and
they need the support of a robust plan. Without this support, the entire site becomes financially
unviable and would mean closing many of the historic functions. There are a number of suggestions
for various uses of some of the areas which can be discussed with the appointed consultant and
stakeholders”.
Specific tasks for this commission that St Mary’s Priory sought included:
1. To facilitate stakeholder engagement from inside and outside the Centre. The Centre will be
able to identify some stakeholders, in particular those concerned with the heritage side of
the Priory. Others, namely the potential new users of the facility, can be identified with
support from the Centre.
2. Identify the best opportunities for all assets of St Mary’s:
a. The Food Hall and kitchen in the Tithe Barn;
b. The Interpretation Centre in the Tithe Barn which is considered to be in need of new
and diverse Welsh historical interpretation materials and methods;
c. The Learning Room in the Tithe Barn;
d. The space in the Tithe Barn that currently holds the Abergavenny Tapestry;
e. The Kitchen in the Priory Centre;
f. The Music Room and mezzanine in the Priory Centre; and
g. The David Lewis Chapel within the Priory.
3. Local consultation and engagement with Stakeholders to discuss their views on the most
appropriate uses of the assets above.
4. To engage with St Mary’s Priory Centre to guide the facilitating process of the proposed uses
of these assets. To collate the suggestions and ideas that come from the consultation and
use in the Study wherever possible.
5. Engage with and aid the facilitation of arrangements between the Centre and suggested
users of the Centre’s facilities.
6. Prepare a marketing plan/campaign for the Centre through consultation and best practice.
7. To investigate and facilitate all available capital and revenue funding that might be available
and start the appropriate bid processes.
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1.2 Study Process
The study has centred on the following process and tasks:
Figure 1 - Review Process
Stage 1 - Inception/
Familiarisation
•Inception Report
•Background
Documents Review

Stage 2 Consultation
•Stakeholders
•Church Coordinating Group

Stage 3 - Stage 3 –
Strategic/Marketing
Plan/Funding Advice
•Draft reporting

Source: Chris Jones Regeneration

1.2.1 Tasks and Activities
1.2.1.1 Stage 1 - Inception-Review – Familiarisation
Key tasks included:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Inception meeting with client group
Issue of inception note
Desktop review
Review of background documents
Development of topic guides

1.2.1.2 Stage 2 – Consultation
In response to the brief, a number of internal and external stakeholders were consulted through
face to face interviews and focus groups. Key areas of questioning included:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Perceptions of St Mary’s Centre and its’ role within the town?
What are the key attractors? What could work harder?
What do people perceive as the key marketing messages from St Mary’s Centre?
What is the current audience? Is there an untapped user/visitor we need to target?
Are there other attractions St Mary’s Centre could jointly market with?
To understand how other organisations are resourced and is there a common ground for
sharing volunteers, activities, etc?

The following people, groups and organisations have been consulted as part of the study process:
Local
St Mary’s Priory Site
▪ Vicar of St Mary’s Priory Church
▪ Sir Trefor Morris, Chair of St Mary’s Development Trust
▪ Church Co-ordinating Group
▪ Various Representatives (Paid/Volunteers) – Personal Assistant, Treasurer
▪ Stewards and Volunteers
▪ BBNPA Tourism Manager
▪ Respective Tourism Information Staff
Wider Town
▪ Abergavenny Town Council
▪ Team Abergavenny
2
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▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Abergavenny & District Tourism Association
Abergavenny Civic Society
Abergavenny Castle & Museum
Made in Monmouthshire
Local Historical Society
Friends of Gunter Mansion
Food and Drink Operators

Strategic
▪ Visit Wales
▪ Learning Manager
▪ Volunteer Training Support Officer
▪ Food and Tourism Manager
▪ Strategic Funding & Investment Manager

A short report of stakeholder consultation was issued which was a summary of the interview
transcripts. This document formed the basis of an interim client meeting which shared stakeholder
views and emerging themes and options for the wider site.
1.2.1.3 Stage 3 – Strategic Plan/Marketing Plan/Funding Advice
From the synthesis of the desktop review and stakeholder consultations, a strategic plan and
marketing has been prepared that provides direction for the whole site.
Where there are clear projects that require support, a number of funding opportunities have been
identified. A short paper on the grants, times to apply along with some supporting information for
applications has been made available.
A second and final workshop with Trustees has been held to share our thinking through a collective
session.
This document represents the final written output for this commission.
The report is split into the following sections:
Section 2 – St Mary’s Priory Today
Section 3 – Looking in – Views from Stakeholders
Section 4 – Current Position - Synthesis
Section 5 – Options Appraisal
Section 6 – Preferred Option
Section 7 – Marketing Plan
Section 8 – Conclusions and Recommendations
Specific key points or actions are highlighted through the review report.
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2 St Mary’s Priory Today
2.1 The Site
The Priory Church of St Mary was originally a Benedictine priory founded in 1087 dissolved in 1538
then became the Parish Church of Abergavenny by gift of Henry VIII and is sometimes called the
Westminster Abbey of Wales. The Priory Church of St Mary is home to numerous unique treasures,
the most extraordinary is the Jesse, carved from a single piece of oak in the 15th century; this
depiction of the lineage of Christ is the only one of its kind in the UK and probably the world.

2.2 Timeline
St Mary’s was founded as a priory by Hamelin de Ballon, the Norman overlord of Northern Gwent, in
1087. It supported a prior and twelve monks attached as a cell to the Abbey of St Vincent, near Le
Mans, Normandy.
For well over 200 years it seems to have prospered but later its discipline and fortune suffered from
the neglect of the distant mother house. There were periods of decline when the monks found
difficulty maintaining the high standards of the Benedictine Order, and when the monarch
confiscated most of the revenues during the long French wars.
When the Act of Dissolution of the Monasteries came into effect in 1536, there were only four
monks and a prior at St Mary’s. The townsfolk were already using it as their parish church and were
able to persuade Henry VIII to let them continue to do so. They were also able to use some of the
revenues of the supressed priory to establish King Henry VIII Grammar School in their old parish
church of St John.
Outside of St Mary’s Priory Church, the Tithe Barn and a series of small monastic buildings survive.
Inside, the nave was almost completely rebuilt in 1882 and 1896, although 14th century work can still
be seen in the chapels and the choir area.

2.3 Current Experience/Facilities
The Priory of St Mary includes the following additional assets:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

David Lewis Chapel within the Priory;
Priory Centre including;
o Music Room
o Kitchen
th
12 Century, restored Tithe Barn consisting of
o Food Hall (currently closed) and extensive kitchen;
o Lobby area currently housing the Tourist Information Centre and the visitor point for
the church visitors;
o Upper floor with the ‘Abergavenny Tapestry’, extensive interpretation displays and
learning space for schools and other visitors
Toilet facilities;
Tapestry area;
Interpretation centre;
Learning Room.
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3 Looking In – View from Stakeholders
This section provides a summary of those views obtained from stakeholders that either have a role
within the St Mary’s Priory site or represent a local group or organisation from within the town.

3.1 Awareness & Perception
When stakeholders were asked about what St Mary’s Priory site means to them as a place, there
were a number of varied responses.
Foremost, the Priory Church is seen as the fulcrum to the whole site as a place for religion with one
stakeholder stating that “it is the centre for Christian faith – this is the core”. The Priory Church is
also famed for its monuments and the Jesse, which is of UK importance. One key stakeholder
emphasised that the Priory Church is the seventh cathedral in Wales and this status needs more
emphasis in terms of marketing and promotion. Its sense of place, natural setting and rich fabric is
perceived as a blend of architecture, religion and the monuments. This physical presence in the
town is underpinned by its message to visitors of its “1000 years of continuing service”.
As a place for the community, some stakeholders see the Priory Centre as a place for people to
meet, come together and socialise which embraces the Benedictine principles of hospitality and
community and also echoes the quote from one respondent that St Mary’s Priory is “a place to
gather in good times and bad times”. The site is primarily seen as being managed by the Church
with Canon Soady, Sir Trefor Morris, Trustees and staff seen to be the main faces that people see.
The site is seen by some as having a strong heritage function with others seeing it as distinct
elements, separate and fragmented with no cohesive story. This is also identified within the tourism
offer with stakeholders identifying the site to be multi-faceted as an attraction but feeling “bitty” as
an experience. One respondent identified Brecon Cathedral1 as good practice presenting a coherent
and cohesive experience and a “nice place to be”.
Figure 2 - Awareness and Perception of the Place (Word Cloud)

Source: Chris Jones Regeneration
1

https://www.breconcathedral.org.uk/
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A key quality of the whole site is its’ ambience, tranquility and reflection through its series of quality
spaces, buildings and setting within the town. These need to be re-enforced through its marketing
messages.
Stakeholders did speak in more depth about the individual assets and what they mean to them in
terms of awareness and use, which are further developed below.

3.1.1 The Priory Church
The majority of stakeholders mention the importance of the Jesse and the Monuments within the
Lewis and Herbert Chapels with the international significance of the Jesse noted with its loan to the
Tate Museum in 2001. Less known but adding to the story and visual experience within the Church,
are its wall hangings designed and made by Zimbabwe born Elizabeth Brown. Other recent
introductions also include the new Jesse Window in the Lewis Chapel, designed by Helen Whittaker.
Stakeholders that are parishioners also note the Church as having an open door to community life,
outside of daily services, as well as providing a home to the forty strong church choir with the
Church providing a very strong acoustic space for choral events. One stakeholder noted the
importance of the Church bells, being the “the best ring of bells in Christendom” and is something
that needs more promotion to visiting bell-ringers and tourists.

3.1.2 The Abbot’s Garden
The Abbot’s Garden is located to the rear of St Mary’s Priory Church accessed through the northern
side of the Priory Church. The Garden boasts two types of garden – Magnificence and Monastic with
fruit trees and herbs grown within the space, in addition to the celebration of its links with Agincourt
by means of a bench and some interpretation. When the Food Hall had a stronger emphasis on local
food and growing, some of the fruit and herbs grown within the space were used for dishes and for
direct sale. Some stakeholders felt that there was a lack of awareness of the Garden even though it
is signed and there is leaflet holder at its entrance. At the time of writing this report, works were
being undertaken to the side access to improve accessibility to the Lewis Chapel and renovation
work to the side door which was impeding access to the Abbot’s Garden.

3.1.3 The Priory Centre
A number of stakeholders see this as key resource for the community being the largest venue in
town for both community, conference and wider event use. It’s use is diverse from hosting
conferences for the public sector and other organisations through to blood donations and flu jabs to
funerals and weddings and hobby-based activity. The Priory Centre is also perceived as having a
strong association within the annual Abergavenny Food Festival with chef demonstrations being held
in the space as well as the outdoor courtyards for producer stalls, normally having a fish-based
theme.

3.1.4 The Tithe Barn
The Tithe Barn is seen by most stakeholders as “interpreting the history of the Priory Church and the
wider site”, with one commentator stating that it is not as historical as the Priory Church as “it’s still
the new guy in town”. People see its main aims and purpose to tell the heritage story, sell the
surrounding visitor offer, provide a space to sell and eat local food as well being a base to explore
from, whether this be the town centre or wider area. There was a general consensus that the Tithe
Barn needs a refresh and stronger marketing with the exhibition/interpretation needing to be
updated.
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Image 1 - Features of St Mary's Priory Site

Source: Chris Jones Regeneration
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3.2 Users & Experience
3.2.1 Users
Stakeholders see a variety of visitors to St Mary’s Priory with a mixture of parishioners, visitors to
the tourist information centre and those with a heritage interest to the exhibition/interpretation
area. The Priory Centre is perceived for local use with the café seen, up to its’ closure, more for local
custom than tourists.

3.2.2 Experience
The user journey and experience are divided between some visitors going directly to the Church
where there is normally a welcomer at the desk acting as form of signposting and also providing
visitor information and guide books.
For those that arrive in the Tithe Barn some local stakeholders commented on the confusion
between the two counters for the Tourist Information Centre staff and the Church reception desk.
Whilst both points of contact offer excellent customer care and information, some people see merit
in a single integrated counter operation.
For the Tithe Barn, users are seen to be casual visitors, heritage/church visitors or pre-booked
visitors such as school groups for the learning service.

3.2.3 Exhibition/Interpretation
Stakeholders are aware of the exhibition and interpretation but in recent times with the diminished
café offer and final closure, people are less likely to visit it. The need to firstly animate the Food
Hall/café space with a greater awareness of what is upstairs maybe at the point of entry to the
Tourist Information Centre and whilst there has been some signposting (Agincourt Longbowman)
some further thought into an animated presence that draws people upstairs is needed.
On specifics, stakeholders have identified the need for an overhaul of the interpretation panels and
audio-visual experience with people commenting on the need for software upgrades, better lighting
and more interaction for families and children. Some people have commented on the need for more
objects and artefacts as these tend to let people explore and consider their role and use within a
heritage context. Whilst there is a chest of costumes for children to dress up in, one stakeholder
commented that these need to be more prominent and should be hung on a rail so that it is an
obvious activity to participate in.
To present the wider St Mary’s Priory site as a part of an integral heritage experience, suggestions
include the need for some panels to provide tasters on the Gunter Mansions and the
Castle/Museum, with these attractions reciprocating with promotional material within their heritage
buildings and sites. Waymarking systems that are heritage themed between these three heritage
attractions have also been recommended by a number of stakeholders. Mobile web-based
information and audio stories were also suggested by people that would help with accessibility and
joining up multiple sites, as well as future sustainability.

3.2.4 The Tapestry
The tapestry is recognised by most stakeholders as a “must see” for visitors but has the risk of
becoming hidden unless there is greater animation within the ground floor of the Tithe Barn and
signposting. Some internal stakeholders at St Mary’s Priory Church have spoken of the possibility of
relocating the tapestry to the Priory Church but this would require the consent of the Diocesan
Advisory Committee and associated consents and time. In enhancing the present tapestry space,
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stakeholders have suggested an interpretative strip above the tapestry that explains the timeline
and features and stories illustrated.
In looking at the relationship and use of the Tapestry space, some stakeholders have commented
that if the tapestry was relocated it could provide additional function/meeting or rental space
opportunities for St Mary’s Priory. If the Tapestry is to be retained within the space, with the
introduction of a glazed screen or curtain the space could be used as a new learning space or for
private hire.

3.2.5 The Tourist Information Centre
The Tourist Information Centre (TIC) is seen as a key resource and shop window for the town and
area, as well as supporting attractions within the St Mary’s Priory site. TIC staff are seen as key
ambassadors for the tourism offer, signposting visitors as well as promoting the sense of place, local
gifts and products. Areas for improvement range from it being too small specifically its retail sales
area, with a need for it have more presence, diversity and focus on Monmouthshire products. There
are also difficulties in selling local produce due to the need for ambient storage, sell by dates, etc.
There could be an opportunity within the Food Hall area and its refrigerated counter.
As stated previously, an integrated counter operation with the Church would be welcomed. A
number of people also commented on the opening hours of the TIC and Tithe Barn which is not
helping with viability of the facility as well as not servicing weekend visitors, especially on Sundays. A
number of stakeholders also commented on the need for more animation of the TIC from the
outside with one person saying, “it needs more kerb appeal for drive by visitors, animation and
vibrancy”.
The significant area of concern is the closure of the café (former Food Hall) which is having a
resultant impact on the Tithe Barn building in terms of animation and activity and on a lack of linked
footfall to the TIC which is causing worries over future sustainability.
Through the study process, there has also been a debate between stakeholder organisations on the
current location. Some stakeholders wish to see the TIC moved to the community hub provision in
the Market Hall building, off Upper Cross Street. They see this as being more central and integrated
providing smarter resource delivery. A larger proportion of stakeholders see the need for the TIC to
be retained in its current location in the Tithe Barn for a number of reasons. Its edge of centre
location, close to the bus station and car park is seen to provide an inner gateway tourist
information facility, with the community hub proposal resulting in visitors missing attractions and
information, thereby negating the logic of its location.

3.3 Role in Heritage Offer
St Mary’s Priory is perceived by most stakeholders as having a focus on Church culture and heritage
and its context within the town. After the Indoor Market (Butter Market) it is identified as being the
most visited attraction in the town centre. Being a key visitor site for the town, stakeholders
identified St Mary’s Priory impressive buildings as containing “big stories” that the town would lose
out if they weren’t told. One commentator did state that “any new uses or changes should confirm
and not confuse heritage attraction and indoor or cultural events”. Whilst St Mary’s Priory site is
known for its monuments, one stakeholder did comment that there is no sense of people or telling
the story on the families of Abergavenny (e.g. Norman Lord, De Braose, De Hastings, Nevills and
Hamlyn de Balon). One stakeholder with a historical expertise stated that “we need the stories and
faces - there is a medieval gap in the story”.
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The need to integrate the heritage offer is a common call across a number of heritage attractors
such as the Castle and Museum, Gunter Mansion and St Mary’s Priory. Notwithstanding the
historical connections between the sites, individual organisations also see merit in joint promotion,
integrated signage as well as staff development especially when volunteers are at the centre of
these heritage assets.
On the physical relationship between the heritage sites, the role of Bailea Lane which sits between
Gunter Mansions and the St Mary’s Priory site is a key opportunity to link the two sites. The Gunter
Mansions project wishes to purchase the land to the rear of the building which would help to open
up access and enhance its orientation.
Image 2 - Role of St Mary's in Town and Heritage Offer

Source: Google Maps

3.4 Role in Town Centre Offer
St Mary’s Priory Church and its associated attractors is identified as a key gateway into the town
centre, being on the southern edge with the car park, bus station, train station and Monmouth Rd
approach providing a series of opportunities that ensures accessibility and dwell on this entrance
into the town. Whilst its gateway feature is a positive attribute some stakeholders have commented
on the fragmented approach to the site from the A40 trunk road with a need to look at how Swan
Meadows, the car park and St Mary's Priory Church relate to one another. Likewise, the approach in
lower Cross Street is also seen as being poor in townscape terms which does detract from the overall
heritage experience, although the Gunter Mansions project could provide a stimulus for townscape
investment.
The role of St Mary’s Priory Church in relation to tourism and visitor management has been
discussed already, but the setting and blend of fine buildings and spaces does provide opportunities
to tell a number of place-based stories, whether this be about its renowned food reputation, its rich
heritage or position close to the Brecon Beacons National Park and Vale of Usk and Wye Valley.
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3.5 Good Points
The following is a summary of the positive aspects that the St Mary’s Priory site has to offer that
have been identified by stakeholders:
General

+
+
+
+
+
+

Abbots Garden

+

St Mary’s Priory
Church

Tithe Barn

+
+
+
+
+
+

Infrastructure

+
+
+

Key gateway and series of spaces into town centre
Architecture, fabric and setting
Great collection of buildings
Incredible assets
Good customer care across the whole site
Quality of experience - people, levels of service, location (car
parking/town centre access), environment, public realm, accessibility,
story for all visitors
A place of solace but also is part of the Priory story as well as links to
growing and Benedictine hospitality
Large space for the town to come together
Home to the Jesse and monuments
A sense of community and diversity e.g. wall hangings, outreach work
Priory Centre seen as a key community venue
Priory Centre - biggest space in town
Tourist Information Centre performs a vital function for the town and
area
The Tapestry is a fantastic achievement
Interpretation - good mixture of digital and traditional but needs updating
Courtyard - beautiful yet underused

+

Large car park alongside that services the site

Priory Centre

3.6 Areas for Improvement
The following is a summary of those aspects that require improvement that this study needs to
proactively address. Some of these points are further developed below.
General

−
−

−
Abbots Garden

−

St Mary’s Priory
Church

−
−

−

2

The whole site brand does not carry through in terms of distinct
elements, activities, colours, signage, information, etc.
The offer is not coherent and is currently less than the sum of its parts
Need to avoid duplication of effort with castle and look at complementary
ways of management and marketing
The garden is hard to find2 and could be seen as a remote element unless
it forms part of the wider story
Repair/restoration work that the Church is aware of e.g. heating and
front egress provision
The Church has a large internal floorplan with open chapels that could be
sub-divided to help with usage, privacy and associated day to day costs
More dynamic and integrated interpretation that is linked to the wider
site

Note that works to access alongside Church were being undertaken during study process
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Priory Centre

Tithe Barn

−

The Church has some planned improvements to mezzanine bar area and
foyer that will help manage the larger Priory Centre space

−

Side access to kitchen would help with operations
The cafe closure is perceived to be having an impact on TIC and general
activity in the building
The learning service is missing out on school groups due to transport
costs

−
−

−
Infrastructure

−

Exhibition and interpretation requires a refresh
St Mary's Priory is hard to reach from the west side of the town with lack
of signage and A40 acting as a barrier

3.6.1 Food Hall
In recent years the Food Hall has a chequered history with one stakeholder stating that it “had gone
from True Taste to jacket potatoes” with the quality and range of food not meeting the required
standards and values of the wider St Mary’s Priory experience.
Some stakeholders point to whether early closing and not being open on a Sunday did impact on
visitor confidence and loyalty, with the broad consensus stating that any future food and drink
activity needs to be an experience and be different to the growing cafe culture in town.
Opportunities for the Food Hall are outlined later in this document.

3.6.2 The Priory Centre
Whilst the Priory Centre is seen as a positive asset in terms of location and size, some stakeholders
feel that it could promote itself stronger to the conference market as well as a place for weddings
and other functions. The impractical design of the Mezzanine area, specifically the bar and staircase
are being addressed by the Church with its poor acoustics countered by some comments that it is a
good space for choirs.

3.6.3 The Learning Room
The previous learning room3 space has been recognised as providing a good learning resource which
is quite unique to the County. The mix of comprehensive learning material, costumes and exploring
former Benedictine history through activities such as “A Day in a Monk’s Life” have been praised by
stakeholders. We understand that this provision is to be relocated within the site, with the need for
it to be more visible, so that it adds to the Tithe Barn experience.

3.7 Opportunities
As part of stakeholder discussions and through direct conversations with St Mary’s Priory Church, a
number of opportunities have been identified which could add value to existing uses, activity and
income for the whole site.

3.7.1 Welsh Centre of Excellence (WCE)
This is a partnership between Aneurin Bevan Health Board and a local committee of welsh centred
organisations that is a legacy from the National Eisteddfod that was held in Abergavenny in 2016 and
is initially a 1-year pilot scheme. The WCE is aiming to ensure that the Welsh language is accessible
and inclusive to all, with a dedicated space in the former learning room for a full-time member of
staff, translators and a part time administrator. The project is also providing a space to support
3

At the time of writing this report, the learning room space is now being used by the Welsh Centre of
Excellence
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groups such as the Welsh Society, Merched Y Mawr (Women’s Institute), young mums, mothers and
toddlers, scrabble club and other organisations. As part of the agreement with the Church an
allocation of sessions will be provided for groups and organisations, with the WCE having a
preference at the time of writing this report, in using the upper floor space of the Tithe Barn,
specifically the Tapestry room. WCE have also indicated that they may wish to use the Food Hall
kitchen to provide hot and cold beverages for their groups and organisations, but not for the general
public and visitors to the Tithe Barn building.

3.7.2 Food and Drink in the Tithe Barn
The majority of stakeholder identified that the Tithe Barn due to its location and links to the tourist
information centre needs to create an event-based experience for food and drink that provides a
showcase facility, with one commentator stating that it could “walk the talk" of the town/county
food brand and form part of the broader visitor experience. Ideas included:
1) Made in Monmouthshire retail presence linked to café and gallery/artisan space
2) Pop up food and drink events such as:
a. BBQ with local butchers e.g. Neil Powell, Rawlings, Neil James
b. Wine and cheese matching e.g. Marches Deli and Chester’s wine retailer
c. Outside restaurants using space e.g. The Bell Inn- Skenfrith, Crown-Pantygelli
3) Visible presence for Abergavenny Food Festival across the seasons of the food year
4) Home to a regular supper club which may be a fund-raiser for local causes
5) Demonstrations and tasters in courtyard
6) Food Festival associated café
7) A mini Ludlow Food Centre
8) A bakery and coffee shop
9) Needs to be food experience e.g. Wright's Emporium in Llanarthne, Carmarthenshire
10) A base to sign food producer trails that are on foot and by car/public transport
On practical areas to address, some stakeholders have suggested the following:
▪
▪
▪
▪

The need to replace kitchen equipment as it is over-specified and costly to maintain
A rethink of the kitchen/counter setup
The space feels cold with the furniture too big and heavy with a need to create a lighter and
more flexible environment
Outside tables and chairs would also work inside and increase covers

3.7.3 Enhancing the Experience
Due to its accessible nature and close to public transport hubs, the St Mary’s Priory site can be a
base for tours and trails that are walking, cycling, car and coach based. The need to provide an
experience at the site could be developed through a number of ideas:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Agincourt and Tudor trails with links to Chepstow, Monmouth, Tretower and Brecon
Made in Monmouthshire area that showcases local artists, crafters and producers
Use courtyard for artisan markets, heritage days, Made in Monmouthshire branded
More of an integrated heritage story, perhaps look at a “time traveller” type approach
Dress up volunteers to deliver first person interpretation and bring stories to life
Opportunity to use town centre Wi-Fi to drive traffic to and from the site through digital
trails
7) A hub for local food and start/end of trail
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There is also consensus on the opportunity to create a Heritage Triangle between the Castle and
Museum, Gunter Mansions and St Mary’s Priory site that includes:
▪
▪
▪

Themed arrival and directional signage between the three sites that also carry QR codes for
visitors that link to google maps
Physical links into the gardens off Bailea Lane into Gunter Mansions from St Mary’s Priory
Church
Develop a passport approach across the three sites with an average 45/60 min stay at each
with food and drink offer either on site or in between – “half a day of heritage” - families,
groups, couples

3.7.4 Joint Working
Following on from creating an integrated experience, there are opportunities for joint working which
is demonstrated through a passport type approach to a number of heritage attractions in the town.
Historical examples of the Castle and St Mary’s Priory sharing larger school groups with them being
distributed across the two sites is a foundation for future joint working. Other examples include
handling box sharing, costume creation and shared use, wedding packages across summer and
winter period (outdoor and indoor provision) as well as ideas for the future such as medieval
markets that are located across the two sites to stimulate exploration in addition to heritage days for
schools.

3.8 Marketing and Promotion
The key marketing requirement is to shift perceptions of the site (for both users and local
stakeholders) from the current ‘curate’s egg’ of disparate components to a clear, fully integrated
proposition and visitor offer where the whole is more than the sum of its parts. St Mary’s Priory is
Abergavenny’s ‘Cathedral’ and the wider estate of buildings, amenities and spaces should be
functioning more like a cathedral ‘close’ as we might find in Hereford or even Brecon, with a
common and consistent look, feel, service level, quality and storyline. As with a Cathedral the site
needs to be equally comfortable in discharging its joint roles of place of worship and wider visitor
welcome. Also, just as we would not think about a visiting a City without taking in the Cathedral, so it
is important to get across that no visit to Abergavenny is complete without taking in St Mary’s – the
true heart of the town.
This is how the idea of Proposition works 4:

4

Based on experience and approach of Historic Royal Palaces
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Essentially, we have to approach it from two perspectives:
1. what do we think is/are the big/idea(s) at the heart of the place?
2. And where do we understand our audience’s interest(s) to be?
Propositions really work best if they also contain an action verb as a promise for the audience to latch
onto. This also leads thinking about the visitor experience and the approach to its design; so, for
example ‘EXPLORE’ / ‘DISCOVER’ / ‘LEARN’ / ‘IMMERSE YOURSELF’ / ‘ PLAY’ / ‘EXPERIENCE’ / ‘ENJOY’
… all have different connotations. What is it that we want our future visitors to do? How active vs
passive will they be? What will be their overarching memory of their visit?
The ‘way in’ for most visitors may not therefore be specific objects or those most closely associated
with sites but broader themes or characters with which they already have a connection e.g. Agincourt
or Henry VIII and the Reformation.
Once the storyline is established it is important that all visitor touch points – website, signage, design,
welcome etc. provide positive cues rather than counter-cues.
Visit Wales (VW) continues to identify the key markets for Wales as ‘independent explorers’.
The Wales Brand guidelines set the following ‘tests’ for individual experiences and our marketing of
them:
•
•
•
•
•

Elevates Wales’ status
Surprises and inspires
Reinforces positive perceptions
Does good things
Is unmistakably ‘Wales’

VW has launched 3 Wales Way routes to attract and give confidence to Overseas Visitors in
particular. The Cambrian Way route follows the A470 north-south corridor. VW advises that any
significant attractor within 40 easy travel minutes of the main route can legitimately tap in to the
initiative and its branding.
St Mary’s features prominently on the Abergavenny pages of the visitmonmouthshire website

3.9 Main Marketing Messages
3.9.1 Heritage Networks - Draw of the Jesse Tree and Monuments
While the ‘star turns’ in the overall offer are seen internally at least, and indeed in guide books, to
be the monuments in the Priory and the Jesse, joined recently by the Abergavenny tapestry, these
very special objects can only shine for non-specialist (and therefore the majority of) visitors as part
of a wider compelling narrative that puts St Mary’s, the town and its characters in a wider heritage
and contemporary context.

3.9.2 Messages
Thinking about the Historic Royal Places advice these are the potential ‘take-outs’ for visitors from an
integrated site offer:
•
•
•

An understanding of the development of St Mary’s and the fascinating people involved in its
creation and survival
An interest in exploring the town’s heritage further and deeper
An introduction and sampling of Abergavenny’s food culture and status
15
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•
•

Inspiration for actively accessing the culture and environment of Monmouthshire and the
Brecon Beacons
Readiness to become an advocate to peer groups as a ‘must-see’

It is important that the programming and public events on site also reinforce the key stories rather
than undermining them.

3.9.3 No Marketing Plan or Campaign
There is currently no integrated marketing or communications plan for St Mary’s so inevitably, for
both locals and visitors there is no clear indication of why they should visit, what a user can expect
to find there or any ability to manage expectations about the content, scope and length of a visit.
Not surprisingly perhaps the latest TripAdvisor reviews are ‘mixed’ especially with the closure of the
food offer.

3.9.4 Marketing and Promotional Material
Site specific marketing collateral is and has been limited by resources. The redundancy of the aurasma
app acts as a warning to keep things simple via tried and tested technology which is easily updated by
on-site management or volunteers. We recommend mobile website based information rather than
bespoke apps in terms of sustainability and flexibility.
The key communication tool - the St Mary’s website - currently exacerbates the ‘split’ between the
Priory Church, the Priory Centre and the Tithe Barn by immediately inviting those accessing it to divert
– even to the point of links to separate social media accounts (the Church and Tithe Barn have 1000
sm followers each).

3.10 Visitor Segment to Target
3.10.1 Audience
As outlined above VW continues to target ‘independent explorers’ broken down behaviorally and
demographically as Cultural Explorers (Couples 40+), Scenic Explorers (Couples 40+), Active Family
Explorers, Pre-Family Explorers (Young Couples). In South East Wales we know visitors are most likely
to be on a short break or day visit. Most will arrive and travel around Wales by private car but there
are particular opportunities for Abergavenny in terms of train, bus and coach passengers.

Group Travel

Independent
Travel

Cultural Explorers

Scenic Explorers

School and
Education Groups
Specialist Church
and Heritage
Groups
Clubs and
Associations
Event attenders
Heritage
enthusiasts
Event attenders

Stop off for
UK/Overseas &
Wales Way Tours

‘Accidental’
cultural tourists
e.g. using TIC for
activity ideas
Wales Way
followers

Active Family
Explorers

Pre-family
explorers
First time visitors
to UK/Wales from
overseas
‘collecting’ mustsee locations

‘Accidental’
cultural tourists
e.g. using TIC for
activity ideas
‘Rainy Day’ option

Looking for art,
craft, architecture,
contemporary
culture, food,
quirky, selfie ops
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3.11 Cross-Marketing Opportunities
Happily, St Mary’s Priory does have plenty of potential partners to help carry the marketing load on
and off-line and undertake mutual referral through cross-promotion and a shared story, together
with some clear landmark opportunities:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Castle/Museum and the ‘new’ attraction of Gunter Mansion
Events Programme at St Mary’s Priory itself and across the town including the 20th
Anniversary of the Food Festival in September 2018
Town guides e.g. Parks and Gardens; Chapels and Churches; What’s On Guide; Map and
Guide
‘Blue Plaque’ Heritage Trail
Historical Society and other amenity groups
Abergavenny and District Tourism Association (who directly support the TIC provision)

These very traditional channels should ideally be supplemented by an approach to sell the
Abergavenny heritage offer to younger families e.g. a Horrible Histories approach.

3.11.1 Functions, Training rooms, Conferences, Celebrations - Verbal Engagement with
Visitors
While the hiring of rooms for functions and events is currently seen as a discrete commercial
transaction, there is an opportunity to ensure all those attending have an understanding of the site
and its story. They are potential visitors with family and friends on another day as well as an
important source of advocacy.

3.12 Resources & Partnering
In interviewing staff and volunteers at St Mary’s Priory Church and other stakeholders there are a
number of resource and partnering items to consider.

3.12.1 Resources – St Mary’s Priory
There are some specifics that St Mary’s Priory Church need to consider:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Staff are using old XP computer software which requires updating
There is a need for a shared server that site computers can communicate with each other
Bookings need to be database rather than on outlook
CCTV recorder divorced from screen for playback

3.12.2 Resources – Shared
In talking to heritage focused stakeholder groups there is an appetite for individual organisations to
understand the roles of staff and volunteers across the St Mary’s site as well as between other
heritage attractions. Some suggestions include the development of a framework to pool knowledge
and to at least understand key message and historical events. One idea is for volunteers to move
around the sites perhaps twice a year to learn “nuggets and snippets” of information as well as learn
about three to four objects that are transferable across the three distinct sites. People also
mentioned the value of participating and being trained through the Monmouthshire Ambassador
scheme.
3.12.2.1 Skills Development:
On specific skills development, stakeholders identified the following:
3.12.2.1.1 Softer-People Skills
▪ Storytelling
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▪

Communication

3.12.2.1.2 Harder-Technical Skills
▪ Health and safety as volunteers
▪ Digital media training
▪ Project management
▪ Conflict resolution with the public
▪ Risk assessments
▪ Environmental skills

3.12.3 Partnering and Young People
A number of opportunities for partnering and joint working have been identified by organisations
with the heritage and learning sector. This includes the development of a joint education
programme across the three sites in addition to local curriculum development with primary and
secondary schools. Examples of current partnering within a heritage context include:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Local History Society supports King Henry V Talks
Local History Society gives a £200 bursary to history student every year that is to study at
University
Welsh Baccalaureate links to Gunter Mansion project
Duke of Edinburgh Award Scheme - community service opportunities

To address the challenges of engaging with young people and providing a pathway for volunteering,
stakeholders see a need to develop accredited training that values and encourages work-based
training e.g. basic hygiene certificate that helps secure part time job in a food and drink
establishment. There is also a need to develop life skills through the Welsh Baccalaureate and
associated credits.
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4 Current Position
4.1 The Site
Figure 3 - The Priory's Proposition and Purpose

Source: Cole & Shaw
The above graphic seeks to illustrate how the Priory’s overall positioning and purpose – ‘1000 years
of continuing service’ - and its Benedictine principles, including stewardship, hospitality, community
engagement, justice and peace are underpinned and supported by the elements of the offer it
makes to its visitors. Each of these is important and the whole is weakened considerably if any one
pillar is removed. In line with HRP’s advice we might add a verb and adapt the purpose to turn the
Mission into a visitor proposition e.g.:

“Discover our 1000 year story at the heart of Abergavenny”
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4.2 Overall SWOT
STRENGTHS
▪ An organisation that has made a difference
in relation to investment in heritage and
place with the town
▪ Strong physical collection of
heritage/religious buildings and space
▪ Location between edge of town and core
town centre area
▪ Famed for the Jesse and its monuments
which are of national importance
▪ Tourist Information Centre helps to anchor
and draw activity to site
▪ Priory Centre is the largest venue in town
for events, meetings and conferences
▪ Quality refurbishment of buildings that
should provide long term sustainability

WEAKNESSES
▪ A perception that the destination is
fragmented and hasn’t a coherent message
▪ Lack of quality food and drink offer that is
not creating dwell and loyalty
▪ Costs of repair and maintenance of Priory
Church is a constant demand on resources
▪ Interpretation and exhibition is nearing the
end of its shelf life and needs a refresh in
terms of story and activities
▪ The courtyard is not active or announcing
the wider site
▪ Lack of a full-time manager has had a
resultant impact on core duties and
responsibilities e.g. the Vicar and
volunteers

OPPORTUNITIES
▪ Need to join other heritage attractors as an
integrated experience or passport
▪ Shared training/mentoring/marketing
across multi sites
▪ Opportunity to develop town’s food story
and provide a unique experience
▪ The courtyard needs to have a function and
be known for events and activities that
announce St Mary’s Priory
▪ Untapped activities such as bell-ringing and
Benedictine cooking
▪ Link to wider Wales brand and market
opportunities
▪ Heritage Lottery Fund now looking to build
sustainable organisations as well as places
▪ Integrated on site management and staffing

THREATS
▪ Cafes are plentiful in the town since the
Food Hall was established
▪ Funding climate has changed
▪ Volunteer succession is pressing
▪ Need for income needs to be monitored
against destination rationale
▪ Loss of food outlet will result in domino
effect for other elements e.g. TIC

4.3 Gap Analysis
From reviewing stakeholder comments and from on-site assessment of the respective uses and
assets, the table overleaf shows our analysis of where St Mary’s Priory needs to target resources and
attention, going forward.
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Asset
St Mary’s Priory Church

Abbots Garden
Priory Centre (Main Space)
Priory Centre (Mezzanine)

Assessment5
Comments
Red Amber Green
▪ Renovation and structural repairs that will require consents, funding and time
▪ Access improvements will support events and church use
▪ Interpretation of Lewis Chapel (Jesse, Stained Glass Window and Monuments) requires
integrated interpretation
▪ Need to be re-introduced to whole site story and links to Tithe Barn
▪ Stronger signage from main Church frontage
▪ Space is in demand with continued marketing and promotion needed
▪ Additional kitchen side access would be desirable
▪ Church already addressing bar relocation and mezzanine promotion

Music Room

▪

Core use for Church choir with some ancillary external hire

Courtyard

▪

Aesthetically strong but lacks activity and function linked to Tithe Barn

Tithe Barn – Reception/TIC

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Confused meet n greet with need to integrate
Small retail space for Tourist Information Centre
Linked activity lacking between TIC and vacant Food Hall and first floor interpretation
Diminished awareness of attraction
Need for relocated learning service room
Consistency of interpretation and need for a timeline and story
Interpretation is meeting its shelf-life with need for a re-fresh
Opportunity to link more into Welsh History
Opportunity to sign other heritage attractions and look to more digital
Need to re-provision learning service e.g. Tapestry Room

▪
▪
▪
▪

Lack of quality food and drink offer that ties into town’s food story
Interplay with Tourist Information Centre is key
Furniture needs to be reconsidered and general layout
Space needs to anchor courtyard

Tithe Barn – Tapestry Room

Tithe Barn – Interpretation
Space
Tithe Barn – Learning Room
Tithe Barn – Food Hall

5

Based on RAG system of assessment
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5 Options Appraisal
The following series of activities, uses or options relate to specific gaps in the Tithe Barn building
within the St Mary’s Priory site.

5.1 Welsh Centre of Excellence
This is a 1-year pilot that is a partnership between Aneurin Bevan
Health Board and a local committee of welsh centred
organisations that is a legacy from the National Eisteddfod that
was held in Abergavenny in 2016. The WCE is aiming to ensure
that the Welsh language is accessible and inclusive to all, with a
dedicated space in the former learning room for a full-time
member of staff, translators and a part time administrator. The
project is also providing a space to support groups such as the
Welsh Society, Merched Y Mawr (WI), young mums, mothers and toddlers, scrabble club and other
organisations. An allocation of sessions across the Tithe Barn building has been agreed with the
Church.

5.2 Co-Working Space
Co-working is distinct from other forms of workspace models such
as incubator (usually start-up) and accelerator (typically high
growth potential). Co-working facilities are a relatively new model
aimed at offering collaborative workspace that is highly flexible
and loosely organised with a range of membership options
(hourly, daily, weekly, monthly etc.) coupled with some form of
communal space and related activities to foster a sense of
community among co-workers. The type of uses and physical
requirements for a co-working space includes6:
▪

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

A mix of work settings – break out / informal kitchen area with drinking and eating facilities;
Desk space for individual focus; multifunctional seating area to meet, collaborate and work;
Desk space that enables collaboration and social interaction; private meeting rooms with
projectors and conference call facilities
Casual and formal meeting area(s) as separate spaces within co-working facilities
Event space in a flexible manner so that it does not lessen provision of the mix of work
settings
Facilities and amenities – high speed internet access, WIFI, printing facilities, 24hr secure
access and a mail service.
Breakout / informal kitchen area – with drinking and eating facilities that are easily
accessible and won’t disturb any members who are desk-based.
A size of 3,000 sq ft upwards would be required in order to ensure sufficient space to
provide all necessary facilities and house a sufficient number of tenants to generate a
business community such as in Abergavenny.

6

Co-working in the Vale of Usk - A feasibility study for a creative, tech and digital co-working space – The
Means, January 2018
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5.3 Catering & Hospitality Training Facility
A study by Miller Research (UK) Ltd7 saw the need to extend the
knowledge, integrate experiences and develop a unique food
offer for the town and area, by providing a central hub for a
programme of training and masterclasses. This would be driven
by the needs of employers and delivered by a newly established
Vale of Usk chef network, and financially supported by opening
to the general public. It is recommended that the facility utilises
existing facilities at first on a pilot phase basis (for example 1 to 2 years of delivery) with a view to
identifying new / refurbished premises thereafter- should the pilot prove to be successful.
There are several commercial grade kitchens across the town, including the Tithe Barn Food Hall
which could provide the facilities for a pilot Monmouthshire catering academy programme. During
the pilot phase, a network of chefs could be established, and training provision designed and put
into place. Following the pilot phase, the option to occupy a permanent physical location should be
sought – if it were to be successful. The establishment would be accessible to college leavers,
industry employees and the general public, focussing on mentoring / masterclass style peer to peer
training which addresses industry needs. Local produce sourcing knowledge/use, and sales and
marketing skills (i.e. telling the back story to local food production and use) should be a focus on the
training/mentoring provided. The establishment of a public facing restaurant for the students /
users of the site to put into practice the skills they are gaining.

5.4 Food Hub
During 2017 as part of the Vale of Usk Local Action Group
LEADER Program (2014-2020) Monmouthshire County Council
charged Promar International to conduct a Food Hub
Feasibility Study8. Their brief was “To identify pre-commercial
rural enterprises, to engage through a rural mentoring
network, business to business supply network, targeted
towards sector specific beneficiaries. The Terms of Reference
identified the current provision of food from land to markets,
identify and evaluate models for Food Hub activities in the UK
and other countries, to ascertain the most appropriate solution for the Vale of Usk. The study also
considered the issues highlighted above, with a view to incorporate viable solutions to these issues,
where possible, into the most suitable food hub model (if appropriate).”
The report highlighted the following perceptions of what a Food Hub could encompass:
▪
▪

▪
▪
▪

7
8

A central point, linking producers and consumers
An overarching resource to help food to be grown, processed and sold/distributed by local
companies which addresses the middle point of the supply chain between agriculture and
consumer, with retail provision that allows customers to access local food
A place where food businesses come together for a reason, providing a stepping stone for
businesses, as well as distribution and collaboration
A series of mini-factories within the hub
A traditional market with an internet connection

http://monmouthshire.biz/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/VoU-Catering-Study-Final-Report-V1.0-004.pdf
http://www.valeofusk.org/
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▪
▪

Where all producers have the opportunity to sell their produce
The hub can be a physical operation or a person in an office looking for markets

This report alongside the work undertaken by the Agri-Urban Integrated Action Plan9 has identified
the need for a development of the “Food Hub” option.

5.5 Cookery School
Whilst not a core activity, a cookery school could be run
alongside a commercial food and drink operation that would
add to the brand and experience. The school could be run by
a private business that either runs the Food Hall area or could
hire the space as and when required.
Due to the physical set up of the Food Hall area, we would
suggest the use of portable work stations for classes with the
commercial kitchen available for access to water and ovens. Plug in induction hubs could be used on
the portable work stations.
The cookery school could operate during the morning and evening periods as well as during Sundays.
Such as facility could link into local suppliers and producers as well as the Welsh Centre of Excellence
with learning welsh through cooking as well as promotion of welsh dishes and recipes.

5.6 Taste of Monmouthshire
Abergavenny and area has developed a reputation for its food
and drink through its diversity of local and quality producers
which are showcased annually through the Abergavenny Food
Festival. Renowned restaurants are located either in or close
to the town with a number of butchers, bakers, delicatessens
and other independent food retailers in the town.
Whilst there are individual businesses and attractions which
make up the town’s food story, there is no single hub where
visitors can have a taste of Monmouthshire’s food and drink scene. The Tithe Barn provides a
number of opportunities due to its location and setting to provide this type of hub that provides a
portal to rural food businesses and to the local hospitality sector. It also aligns itself well to the
Benedictine values of St Mary’s Priory in terms of growing and sharing food and produce within its
community. Specific activities that a Taste of Monmouthshire centre could provide:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

9

A branded eating place/bistro that celebrates local, fresh and seasonal
Educates visitors on food heritage and links to St Mary’s Priory history
Provides a presence for “Made in Monmouthshire”10
A flexible space for chef and producer demonstrations, tasters, talks
Outside core hours – cookery school and masterclasses
Home to an evening supper club
Meet the chef/producer – chef dems
Courtyard – heritage/crafts/arts markets, eating out, part of town trail

http://www.monmouthshire.gov.uk/app/uploads/2018/04/Agri_Urban_IAP-Finalwith-cover.pdf
http://www.madeinmonmouthshire.com/

10
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5.7 Analysis of Options/Uses

Activity/Use
Welsh Centre of
Excellence

+ve
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Co-Working Space

Catering and
Hospitality Training
Facility

Food Hub

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪
▪
▪

▪
Cookery School

▪

▪

Taste of
Monmouthshire

▪
▪
▪

▪

-ve

Post Eisteddfod legacy
Attracts an audience
Meets community and
cultural values
Welsh historical group
links to heritage offer
Immediate income
Some footfall for food
and drink

▪

Accessible site
Minimal setup
Flexible space needs
Networking environment
Footfall for food and
drink
Underpins local Food
Story
Close to local food sector
Accessible for learners
Would attract young
people/college leavers

▪

Existing commercial
kitchen for showcasing
Accessible for customers
Space for business
support, conferences,
workshops across the site
Outdoor event space

▪
▪

Could be ancillary rather
than the main use (i.e.
evenings, out of season,
or quiet days)
Helps deliver Food Capital
Brand

▪
▪
▪

Some capital investment
Programming
Disruption to day-to-day
service

Outlet for local products
and produce
Food items alongside Arts
and Crafts
Made in Monmouthshire
group already established
and shown interest
Helps deliver the Food
Capital brand

▪

Ambient storage needs and
shelf-life
Managing continuity of
supply
Mark-up and profit levels

▪
▪
▪

▪
▪
▪
▪

▪

▪

▪
▪

Current learning
space/resource would need
to be relocated
Demands on other space
may dilute heritage product
Identity confusion that
needs managing
Pilot, so no certainty of
future finances
Space needs – private and
ancillary
Fluctuating demand-income
Confuses core purpose
Different set of
management requirements
Significant changes/cost to
food hall that would restrict
future activity and users
Moving away from heritage
experience

Limited footprint
Would have to have
incubation/processing off
site
Would change the whole
nature of the site
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Image 3 - Examples of Food Based Experiences

Source: Various
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5.8 Interpretation Experience
In addition to the opportunities within the Food Hall area of the Tithe Barn, there is a need to
develop a more integrated experience within the interpretation of the wider site’s heritage.
Stakeholder interviews have identified the need to refresh and repurpose some of the interpretation
material as well as making it more accessible to families and use of digital platforms. Areas for
attention include:

5.8.1 1st Person Interpretation
Adopting a character to tell your story in the first person can be a very effective way to grab people’s
attention – and keep it. As developed by St Mary’s Priory in the past, the “Monk’s Tale” has already
demonstrated through its Learning Service under its Tudor Theme of Tudor Clothing, Tudor Food,
Tudor Music, Medieval, Tudor Medicine, Tudor Children and Pastimes and meeting with Brother
Bartholomew. The use of characters that re-enforces the different stories present different timelines
and will encourage repeat visits to discover more.

5.8.2 Object Based Experience
The current interpretative display is acknowledged by St Mary’s Priory Church representatives as
nearing its shelf life and is in need of a refresh. We are conscious of the significant capital costs of
the panels and audio-visual and would recommend to add value to the display with additional panels
on Welsh Marches history, some signposting to other heritage attractions e.g. Gunter Mansions,
Castle and Museum as well as the reboot of the audio-visual interpretation.
To bring the interpretative story the development of a handling collection of objects is
recommended that helps visitors become immersed in the heritage and culture of the site but also
opens up opportunities for cross-curricular and creative learning for schools. Objects can provide a
stimulus for creative learning/creative thinking and help make connections and learn about different
cultures and periods in time. Past people’s creativity and ingenuity, technological changes, causation
and continuity can all be seen in what an object is, how it is made, what it looks like and how it was
used. Using museum objects provides a rare opportunity to use past creativity to explore and inspire
future creativity.

5.8.3 Digital
We are aware that a digital platform, aurasma was developed for the whole site but ceased to
operate. Digital is still recommended as a way of providing interpretation especially where the
heritage and religious environment is sensitive to more permanent installations. Mobile web-based
Information can be downloaded to personal phones with supportive audio and video files provided
with QR codes linking visitors to specific stories, interpretation on monuments, wall hangings as well
as audio experiences of church choirs.

5.8.4 Events
The outdoor courtyard has a role to play in celebrating and interpreting the heritage of the site
through the use of demonstrations, medieval markets, storytelling areas as well as physical
interpretation.

5.8.5 Heritage Cluster
Initial stakeholder discussions have shown the collective value of clustering St Mary’s Priory site,
Gunter Mansions and the Castle/Museum as a series of heritage attractions that are promoted as a
package through joint marketing, guided tours, joint events and general pooling of resources and
targeted times.
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Image 4 - Images of Heritage Based Experiences

Source: Various
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6 Preferred Option
This commission sought to “engage with St Mary’s Priory Centre to guide the facilitating process of
the proposed uses of these assets. To collate the suggestions and ideas that come from the
consultation and use in the Study wherever possible.” Sections 3 to 5 of this report have outlined the
view of stakeholders on where the St Mary’s Priory Site is in terms of perception, experience and its
direction, in addition to options available to reinvigorate the destination.
The main focus has been on how we bring animation and revive an experience within the Tithe Barn
as part of the heritage and cultural offer that sets the tone and connects into other attractors and
features of the site. Actions related to areas such as the Lewis Chapel and Courtyard are addressed
further on, along with people-based proposals. The focus of the preferred options and the stimulus
for creating an experience at the Tithe Barn is primarily the reuse of the Food Hall space. These
options therefore focus on this asset and space.
As identified by St Mary’s Priory Church, the Welsh Centre of Excellence has entered into an
agreement to have a presence in the Tithe Barn which this study has acknowledged in terms of
practical advice and recommendations. The following options illustrate some scenarios that
recognise the current activity as well as planning for the long term.

6.1 Current Option – Welsh Centre of Excellence Partnership
This option is based on the Welsh Centre of Excellence extending their reach and activity outside of
their core learning and community remit. We understand that as part of the agreement an
allocation of sessions has been agreed in spaces that are flexible for community groups. One of
these spaces is the Food Hall which is presently vacant.
Whilst individual Welsh groups and organisations would bring activity to the Tithe Barn this would
be for members and for specific users e.g. Mums and Toddlers, Welsh Learners, Merched Y Wawr
(Women’s Institute) and would not be open to other visitors to the Tithe Barn. There is also the
present challenge that for the Tourist Information Centre to maintain its viability there needs to an
experience that projects animation from arrival in the courtyard and draws people through the Tithe
Barn building.
This option therefore looks at the Welsh Centre of Excellence partnering the Church in providing
additional activities that are visitor facing and providing opportunities for immersion in Welsh
language, culture and heritage. Types of activities to include:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Welsh learner tasters over breakfast
Welsh supper evenings
Learn to cook through the Welsh language
Welsh musical instruments sessions e.g. Crwth, Pibgorn, Harp, Fiddle and Step/Clog Dancing
Welsh markets in association with Made in Monmouthshire
Welsh SOUP initiative11
Welsh food and drink taster/demonstrations

The key challenge will be to main a programme of activity that is frequent, accessible and of the
right quality that visitors see it as a part of the St Mary’s Priory experience, feeling integrated within
the Tourist Information Centre, heritage interpretation, the Priory Church and the wider site.

11

http://transitionllandrindod.org.uk/SOUP/
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This will be subject to capacity and resources of the Welsh Centre of Excellence and St Mary’s Priory
Church. This could be subject to an application for Vale of Usk Leader funding as a pilot project,
which is outlined in the funding section to this report.
Figure 4 - Example of a Typical Day in the Tithe Barn

Source: Cole & Shaw

6.2 Long Term Option - A Taste of Monmouthshire Enterprise/Experience
As identified within the options appraisal, there is still a latent opportunity for the Tithe Barn to
provide an experience that supports the town’s food story and deliver the Food Capital brand within
Abergavenny and Monmouthshire.
Whilst, we acknowledge that previous commercial operations in the Food Hall have faltered in
recent times, we firmly believe that by adopting a collaborative approach between an enterprising
and quality operator and having a strong association with known brands that an experience can be
created. This would anchor the whole site, complement the Tourist Information Centre and its
promotion of local products and experiences and bring a vibrancy to St Mary’s Priory.
The vehicle for operating could be one of two options:
1) A commercial franchise where business rates are paid by the franchisee direct;
2) The establishment of a community enterprise that would be eligible for charitable rate
relief12 (upto 80%).
If the right business model and mix of activity was developed, we believe that a commercial operator
would factor in business rates into their outputs, although we recognise this may have implications
for St Mary’s Priory Church with future business ratings.
The main ingredients for the Taste of Monmouthshire experience would be:
▪

▪

12

A branded eating place/bistro that celebrates local, fresh and seasonal produce and drink
that has provenance in Monmouthshire and signposts people to producers, growers and
foodie experiences within the town and rural countryside.
Provides a retail presence for “Made in Monmouthshire” that artists, makers, producers can
showcase and sell their items that are local, creative and sustainable.

https://www.gov.uk/apply-for-business-rate-relief/charitable-rate-relief
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▪

▪

▪
▪

▪
▪

Opportunities to educates visitors on food heritage and links to St Mary’s Priory history and
Benedictine food such as sweet porridge, use of ox tongue, veal, wild boar, poultry, fish and
soups and potages or stews.
A flexible space (indoors/outdoors) for chef and producer demonstrations, tasters and talks
for visitors to meet people rooted in the Monmouthshire food scene e.g. cheese and wine
pairing, butchery demonstrations, bread making courses, foraging talks, food waste
awareness.
Outside core hours, opportunities for cookery schools and tutored masterclasses could be
provided.
The Tithe Barn could be “home” to an evening supper club that allows outside restaurants to
have an opportunity to have a presence in town for a night or could also provide a
fundraiser or a crowd-funding opportunity for a local cause or project.
In the evening meet the chef/producer and chef demonstrations
The use of the courtyard as a spill out space for:
o Eating out, talks and demonstrations
o Heritage/crafts/arts markets
o Part of town food trail

The above experience requires a collaborative and creative approach between St Mary’s Priory
Church that is about trialing a series of ideas and activities. It is not a simple transactional
agreement but a private-community partnership, but where a period of experiment needs to be
agreed to develop an experience that projects something unique and a different offer.
As part of this commission, an expression of interest to Visit Wales Tourism Amenity Investment
Support Scheme has been made that would support capital infrastructure to enable some of this
animation through events and activities. This will provide an incentive to future occupiers of the
Food Hall.
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6.3 Other Actions

SIGNAGE

INTERPRETATION

In addition to the main options, there are some other actions that St Mary’s Priory needs to consider
in going forward. These are outlined below.
A new interpretation
a. Development and enhancement of
investment plan that
interpretative material, specifically to
would review existing
link into Welsh and Tudor History with
material (on and offlinks to the Welsh Centre of Excellence
line) across the site e.g.
through its Welsh Historical Society and
Priory Church, Abbots
Lady Llanover Society.
Garden, Tithe Barn,
b. Enhancement of the existing heritage
Courtyards and outline
exhibition and interpretation space in
an approach that is
Tithe Barn and Priory Church that would
cohesive and coherent
include:
for the site in terms of
− additional heritage panels that
stories, key messages,
would provide further information
use of brand/site
on Plantagenet, Tudor and Stewart
identity and
history and Welsh Marches context,
application. This
the rise of the Welsh Gentry and the
would inform the
role of St Mary's during the Magna
implementation of
Carta amongst other historical
other interpretation
events
led activities.
− integrated panels that sign people
to other heritage attractions such as
the Castle and Museum, and the
Gunter Mansion

Integrated heritage
signage that connects
three attractors into a
heritage quarter within
the town centre.

c. introduction of interpretation panels to
the Lewis Chapel that would inform and
educate visitors on the Jesse,
monuments and tombs and the stainedglass window
d. additional digital interpretation that is
accessible to visitors through mobile
web that is across the whole site
e. as a cross cutting activity using the
medium of Welsh language to enhance
the visitor experience by exploring what
Welshness feels like such as faith,
culture, cuisine, artisan, etc.
a. Heritage quarter signage that is bilingual and bespoke to the heritage
experience that consists of:
− meeting points/node signage monolith type signs
− wayfinding signage
− repeater signage
− use of QR codes to support direct
and access to digital information
and assist visitor navigation
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b. Enhanced visitor signage from the main
A40 approach that includes the town
centre bus station, public car park and
onwards to courtyard and St Mary's
site; this signage will also re-enforce the
location and heritage products at
Gunter Mansions and the
Castle/Museum
Event infrastructure
a. Events to include:
within the courtyard
− Made in Monmouthshire Markets
setting of St Mary's
− Fringe - "Abergavenny Food
Priory site that
Festival" events
showcases the sense of
− Medieval markets
place of a Welsh
− Art on the Railings week long events
market town and its
− Roaming events that have a Welsh
rurality through the
Language theme - Mari Llywd
design, organisation
− Taster and demonstrations
and hosting of diverse
− Outdoor suppers with a welsh
and distinctive
theme
experiences that
celebrate and
b. Provision of event structures such as
reinforces Activities to
gazebos, tensile structure for markets
include: positive
and other activities
perceptions of Wales,
c. Event calendar sign – that is flexible and
through activities such
announces events in advance
as artists, crafters,
d. To ensure an integrated approach to
makers and producers
visitor management, event booking,
that have an
digital management an ICT site system
association with
upgrade is proposed
heritage, culture and
language.
Tithe Barn Destination This would include:
counter. This would
a. Modification of Tithe Barn reception
involve the
area to provide an integrated
modification of the
experience
Tithe Barn reception
area that would
b. Provision of display/merchandise for
provide an integrated
initiatives such as Made in
experience for visitors
Monmouthshire which are fixed to the
and enhanced product
Tithe Barn building, enhancing visitor
placements.
experiences and promoting sense of
place-based products
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PEOPLE

To develop a training
programme to support
staff, volunteers and
partners in heritage
sector

a. To develop a training programme
that meets the needs of people that
directly work or volunteer for St
Mary’s Priory that focusses on:
a. Communication and people
skills
b. Destination management
c. Learning and education
d. Event design and
management
e. Guiding and storytelling
f. Other technical skills
b. To work with Friends of Gunter
Mansions and Abergavenny
Castle/Museum to develop a
collective training programme
through the Monmouthshire BE
Leadership & Training Programme

MARKETING

c. To jointly develop heritage
attraction familiarisation sessions
across the three attraction sites that
builds on training, networking and
joint promotion
See marketing plan in
Section 8
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7 Marketing Plan
We know that resources, both human and financial, to market St Mary’s Priory will always be limited
so our recommendation would be to maximise on-line, social media (word of mouth) and media
relations rather than paid-for opportunities. There are also many ‘free’ opportunities through e.g.
visitmonmouthshire.com and visitwales.com, although they require close and frequent attention to
content creation and management. We recommend that tasks are built into the Manager’s role
and/or the work of volunteers who are happy to take them on. In terms of the latter there are
training opportunities through the Monmouthshire Ambassador programme and other County
initiatives.

7.1 Proposition

‘Discover our 1000-year story at the heart of Abergavenny’
7.2 Marketing Vision 2022
St Mary’s Priory is highly regarded as a ‘must-visit’ location in South East Wales. Those visiting the
site, whether for worship, learning, events, meetings, information, refreshment or quiet enjoyment
leave with: An enhanced understanding of the development of St Mary’s Priory and the fascinating
people involved in its creation and survival over 1000 years.
▪
▪
▪
▪

An interest in exploring the town’s heritage further and deeper
An introduction to and ‘taste’ of Abergavenny’s food culture and status
Inspiration for actively accessing the culture and environment of Monmouthshire and the
Brecon Beacons
Willingness to become advocates for the site

7.3 Target Market Segments
Personal
Explorers

Cultural Explorers

Scenic
Explorers

Group Travel

Church
Groups

School and
Education Groups
Specialist Church
and Heritage
Groups
Clubs and
Associations
Event attenders

Stop off for
UK/Overseas
& Wales Way
Tours

Independent
Travel

Pilgrims

Heritage
enthusiasts
Event attenders

‘Accidental’
cultural
tourists e.g.
using TIC for
activity ideas
Wales Way
followers

Local
Residents

Churchgoers
Clubs and
Associations

Event Attenders

Active
Family
Explorers

Pre-family
explorers
First time visitors
to UK/Wales from
overseas
‘collecting’ mustsee locations

‘Accidental’
cultural
tourists e.g.
using TIC for
activity ideas
‘Rainy Day’
option

Looking for art,
craft, architecture,
contemporary
culture, food,
quirky, selfie ops
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7.4 Targets:
▪
▪

+20% Visitors to the site by Year 3
90% approval rating (TripAdvisor)

7.5 Product:
•
•
•

Heritage Experience: Priory, Monuments, Exhibition (s), Interpretation, Tapestry, Gardens,
Events and Activities
Meeting Space: Personal and Corporate events
Tourism Services: Information, Inspiration and Orientation, Toilets, Parking, Hospitality,
Retail

7.6 Channels:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Revised and SEO optimized website with clear integrated visitor offer
Direct mail (Business to Consumer (B2C) and Business to Business (B2B) lists generated
through web, attendance etc. – GDPR offers opportunity to refresh)
Active social media channels aimed at visitors linked to website (Twitter, Facebook,
Instagram)
Active response to User Generated Content (UGC) postings e.g. TripAdvisor
Management of St Mary’s Priory content on visitmonmouthshire.com and visitwales.com
Generating planned programme of PR opportunities – but note local media will not impact
visitor market
Open and ticketed Events programmes supporting the key proposition
Joint ticketing/ promotion with other Abergavenny heritage attractions e.g. Castle Museum
and Gunter Mansion
Membership of consortia and other partnerships where participation demonstrably leads to
new business and footfall
Guided tour/group activities, retail and refreshment packages for groups (regional group
travel initiative via visitmonmouthshire)
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8 Finances, Cashflow & Funding
This section provides an illustration of projected cashflow if St Mary’s Priory agrees to the preferred
option presented in this report.
It also identifies sources of funding to support specific activity.

8.1 Finance & Cashflow
Modelling of cashflow has been created on the basis of:
1) Car park receipts from Monmouthshire County Council;
2) Room hire rates for spaces within the Priory Centre and other areas are maintained; there are
opportunities for growth if more direct marketing were to take place;
3) Continued catering and bar receipts;
4) A contribution from Brecon Beacons National Park to the provision of the Tourist Information
Centre within the Tithe Barn;
5) The Welsh Centre of Excellence has agreed to a lease of 1 year at present; if the project is
successful then this would generate additional income in future years.
On assumptions, we have assumed that the Food Hall space at the time of writing this report is
available. In interviews with the Welsh Centre of Excellence they have indicated that they may use
some of their allocated sessions within the Food Hall, but we have calculated these to be no more
than a couple of times a week and may occur during the evening more than daytime. There is
therefore still an opportunity to secure another user for the space that is entrepreneurial and is
amenable to other users such as the Welsh Centre of Excellence using the space, outside of core
hours. Due to the scope of services for this study, we have no commercial agent, so we have
suggested with a notional rental of £15,00013 per year set aside for the Food Hall.
The Learning Resource activity is subject to discussion due to the Welsh Centre of Excellence now
occupying the former Learning Room. We understand that the learning experience needn’t be room
fixed but can be roaming across the site, but there is still a need for a resource space to meet and
orientate and a place to accommodate objects, costumes, etc. There is still an opportunity to charge
or seek a donation from schools for this service, but this is difficult to quantify due to the current
unknowns.
The opportunity to host Courtyard events that start monthly would help animate the space, create
footfall and linked expenditure and generate income. We have based our projected income on 20no.
stalls at £40 per pitch for a period of 5 months, from May to September. If successful there could be
further opportunities for markets and events in the space, generating additional income.
A Made in Monmouthshire retail presence would be focussed on a number of display cabinets, welsh
dressers and easels for paintings that are serviced by the Tourist Information Centre or by Priory
Church staff. We have based commission to St Mary’s Priory at 25% with a suggested 10 no. items
sold per week at an average of retail price of £25, giving a weekly total of £62.50 per week which
totals £3,000 across 48 weeks of the year. Naturally items could be lower or higher in value.

13

The 2009 franchise agreement was based on £9,800 per year; with inflation and additional income
opportunities £15,000 would be reasonable
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8.2 Funding
The following are some examples of funding that St Mary’s Priory could access.

8.2.1 Vale of Usk Leader
Funded through the Rural Development Plan for Wales (RDP) as part of the Welsh Government and
European Agricultural Fund for Rural Development, Vale of Usk is the LEADER 2014 – 2020
programme in the rural wards of Monmouthshire and Newport.
LEADER’s approach involves a rural development methodology based on a number of core
components including partnership, ‘bottom-up’ territorial development, innovation and
cooperation. Types of projects that the fund can support includes:
1) Support rural tourism at a local level;
2) Support heritage, cultural and activity based tourism and complement local tourism and
environmental initiatives;
3) Support groups to offer a diverse range of quality tourism products;
4) Strategic support for new rural tourism products;
5) Support sustainable tourism that protects natural assets but benefits the local economy.
http://monmouthshire.biz/rural-innovation/how-we-can-help/theme-1/

8.2.2 Visit Wales Tourism Amenity Investment Support
The purpose is to develop accessible small-scale tourism infrastructure at the destination level.
Ideally, we are seeking creative proposals that make a difference and add value to the visitor
experience, whether as a strategic perception changing product, or as part of a cluster of products
that help to build a destination and drive economic growth.
The Welsh Government’s Tourism Strategy – Partnership for Growth aims to grow tourism earnings
in Wales by 10% or more by 2020. The strategy adopts a product-led approach intended to deliver
compelling reasons to visit and discover Wales by creating ‘best in class’ product experiences.
http://gov.wales/topics/culture-tourism-sport/tourism/partnership-for-growth-strategy ;
The fund also supports eligible projects identified within destination management plans:
https://businesswales.gov.wales/dmwales/destination-management/wales-destinationmanagement-partnerships
Successful applicants to this fund will be those that can bring forward projects that help build and
add value to visitor destinations.
https://businesswales.gov.wales/news-and-blogs/news/tourism-amenity-investment-support-tais

8.2.3 Cadw
Cadw’s Historic Buildings grant scheme is supporting the Welsh Government Strategy “Prosperity for
All”, by offering grants as a contribution towards the cost of repairing and restoring historic
community assets, such as Village and Community Halls, Institutes, Libraries etc. Places of Worship
which are open for wider community use may also apply.

The focus for Cadw’s grant will be on historic building repair schemes which will help save listed
buildings that are at risk and/or stimulate regeneration opportunities and deliver benefits to Welsh
communities. One of the ways in which these benefits can be provided is through skills development
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and access opportunities. You will find more information about this in ‘Grants for Historic Assets:
Skills development and access opportunities.’
They would normally fund the costs of up to 50% of grant eligible works up to a maximum of
£50,000; however, each application will be considered on a case by case basis.
http://cadw.gov.wales/historicenvironment/help-advice-andgrants/grants/historicbuildings/?lang=en

8.2.4 Civic Initiative (Heritage) Grants Scheme
Cadw runs a grant scheme for helping voluntary organisations to promote a better understanding of
their local heritage. This is known as the Civic Initiatives (Heritage) Grants Scheme. The maximum
grant — which has to be matched by the voluntary organisation — is £5,000. The scheme is aimed at
small-scale projects which help to preserve, enhance or improve the historic environment of Wales
and increase social awareness of Welsh heritage. It is of particular relevance to civic societies or
other local, voluntary groups.
http://cadw.gov.wales/historicenvironment/help-advice-andgrants/grants/civicinitiativesgrant/?lang=en

8.2.5 Garfield Weston Foundation
The Foundation is presently seeking applications for its Weston Anniversary Fund that will award
grants up to £150,000 to provide new or improve existing community facilities. Normally they
encourage charities to have a broad base of support and so tend to be one of a number of funders of
projects. Its Anniversary Fund however is different and it will consider funding the entirety of a
project, or help to complete fundraising, with grants ranging from £30,000 to £150,000. It is open to
UK registered charities, CIOs, places of worship and state schools.
Applications opened on 5th January and close on 30th June 2018 with decisions being made in
October 2018. Grants will need to be spent and projects fully completed by the end of 2020.
https://garfieldweston.org/
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9 Conclusions and Recommendations
9.1 Conclusions
The report has shown that St Mary’s Priory has a positive role to play in the faith, heritage and
culture of Abergavenny. The investment in the refurbishment and enhancement of the site has led
to a space and series of buildings that has created a beautiful setting providing strong first
impressions to visitors.
Whilst significant capital investment has taken place over the last 15 years or so, St Mary’s Priory
Church has come to a cross-roads, with a heightened awareness of its sustainability, specifically
some underused assets as well as building succession around its loyal volunteers.
The blend of religion, heritage and culture still needs to be maintained as well as being an important
gateway into the town centre for visitors. The tourist information centre as an anchor for the site
and town should not be undervalued, but with an opportunity to develop an experience that
expresses the sense of place of Abergavenny and Monmouthshire.
We recognise that in sustaining a place like St Mary’s Priory, opportunities like the Welsh Centre of
Excellence add to the cultural expression of the destination. A full programme of visitor-friendly
activities in the Tithe Barn whether under the aegis of the Welsh Centre of Excellence or others
needs to be developed. If the initial pilot is successful, then further evaluation of activities needs to
be undertaken. A longer-term proposal focussed on a Taste of Monmouthshire experience is built
on the foundations of the original True Taste formula for the Food Hall but providing a more
extended and animate programme of activities.

9.2 Recommendations
1

Recommendation
Owner
That St Mary’s Priory work with the Welsh Centre of
St Mary’s Priory Church/Welsh
Excellence to add value to visitor-friendly activity through
Centre of Excellence
wider partnering; opportunity to consider an application for
Leader funding as part of a pilot project

2

That St Mary’s Priory develop tourism amenity investment
activity which is subject to a Visit Wales funding application
(EOI)

St Mary’s Priory Church

3

The new Facilities Manager considers an integrated
approach to the Tithe Barn and the immediate courtyard

St Mary’s Priory Church

4

The new Facilities Manager considers and implements the
proposed Marketing Plan

St Mary’s Priory Church

5

A consortium approach to the development of a heritage
cluster of attractions is adopted between St Mary’s Priory
Church, Friends of Gunter Mansion and Abergavenny
Castle/Museum, specifically physical and promotional
signposting, training and joint learning opportunities
An application for support from the Vale of Usk BE
Leadership Programme is made for specific training needs

St Mary’s Priory Church,
Friends of Gunter Mansion and
Abergavenny Castle/Museum

6

St Mary’s Priory Church
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